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Abstract
This paper is about my experience walking through Los Angeles County. My principal motivations were to explore what it means to be a pedestrian in an urban landscape that generally does not recognize walkers and to give value to often overlooked spaces. The paper includes a brief history of the Los Angeles region, methodology, an analysis of some other art projects that have been done about walking, and a vignette of the experience.
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Los Angeles is the most populous city in California and is the main location present in Season 1 AMC's Fear the Walking Dead. Los Angeles is shown to be running business as usual. There are rumors circulating of an unknown pathogen inciting dangerous aggression in the infected. By the end of the second day, there are signs that the outbreak is starting to take hold within the city. In one particular incident, a man who had been in a car crash on a highway off-ramp attacks an EMT attending to him Walking in Los Angeles. Kate Micucci. Album Songs. Walking in Los Angeles Lyrics. I'm gonna walk two, three, four down the street Singing to the sidewalk as I keep to the beat of the cars Of the cars. So we begin Another day in California Be good or sin Don't go right there I tried to warn ya Nothing could be Prettier than this Walking in Los Angeles But who does it? I'm gonna wave hello to the friends I met The city seems much smaller when you travel by the side of the street Just watch for the borders.